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As digital microfluidics technology evolves, the need for integrating additional elements (e.g., sensing/

detection and heating elements) on the electrode increases. Consequently, electrode area for droplet

actuation is reduced to create space for accommodating these additional elements, which undesirably

affects force generation. Electrodes cannot simply be scaled larger to compensate for this loss of force,

as this would also increase droplet volume and thereby compromise the advantages thought in

miniaturization. Here, we present a study evaluating, numerically with preliminary experimental

verification, different partially filled electrode designs and suggesting designs that combine

high actuation forces with a large reduction in electrode area. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4813260]

Digital microfluidic devices, as a platform technology,

enable programmed manipulation of small droplets on arrays

of microelectrodes1,2 for performing tasks such as polymer-

ase chain reaction (PCR), cell culture, and immunoassays.3–5

In digital microfluidic devices, conductive or polar droplets

are moved under the effect of electrodynamic forces. These

forces are generated by the electric field induced from the

energized electrode beneath the droplet.6

To increase capabilities of digital microfluidic devices,

researchers have begun integrating additional elements within

electrodes such as impedance spectroscopy,7 electrophoresis

electrodes for particle separation,8 absorbance detection win-

dows,9 heaters,10 field effect transistor-based biosensors,11

and cell culture patches.3 As these elements are added, elec-

trode area for droplet actuation is reduced, and force genera-

tion becomes weaker. Electrodes cannot simply be scaled

larger to compensate for this lower actuation force since this

would also increase the droplet volume thereby compromising

miniaturizing advantages and increasing device foot print.

Therefore, understanding the effect of reducing electrode area

on generated forces and droplet speed is necessary.

Here, we present a detailed study evaluating different

partially filled electrode designs and suggesting designs that

combine a high actuation force with a large reduction in

electrode area that permits integration of large elements

within the electrode. As a sample application, we present a

non-ITO (indium tin oxide), partially filled Cr electrode

design that permits the imaging of droplet contents using

standard transmission microscopy.

Devices tested in this study were fabricated in the clean-

room facilities at the University of Toronto Nanofabrication

Center. Precoated chromium glass slides (Deposition

Research Labs Inc., St. Charles, MO), were first primed with

Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) before spin coating Shipley

S1811 photoresist (3000 rpm, 30s). Substrates were then

baked to remove solvents (115 �C, 2 min), and UV exposed

through a transparency mask (8s). Substrates were next

developed in MF-321 (2 min), hard baked (115 �C, 1 min),

etched with Chromium etchant CR-4 (2 min) and photoresist

removed with AZ-300T stripper (15 min in ultrasonic bath).

A 2 lm thick dielectric layer of Parylene C was then depos-

ited by vapor deposition. Lastly, a hydrophobic coating of

Teflon AF was spin coated on the device (2000 rpm, 1 min),

and baked (160 �C, 10 min). Different designs of partially

filled electrodes, Fig. 1, were patterned in chromium to be

tested in droplet actuation. A second glass slide, coated with

un-patterned ITO (Deposition Research Labs Inc., St.

Charles, MO) and Teflon AF, was used as the ground elec-

trode, and the droplet was actuated in between these two

glass slides which were separated by a 140 lm spacer (2

pieces of double sided tape).

To quantify the effect of removing electrode area, actua-

tion forces on different designs of partially filled electrodes

were simulated using finite element analysis (COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS). Relevant dimensions used in simulation are

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of partially filled electrodes providing space for addi-

tional on-chip tools or as a window for imaging. (b) Example designs of par-

tially filled electrode configurations considered. Electrodes are 1 mm� 1 mm

(c) Image of droplet on series of partially filled electrodes.
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summarized in Table I. Droplet was modelled as a non-

deformable lossy dielectric and hence, the conservation of

charge [Eq. (1)] and Laplace [Eq. (2)] applies12

rðrrVÞ ¼ 0; (1)

rðerVÞ ¼ 0; (2)

where e ¼ ere0 (er is the relative permittivity of the medium,

and e0 is the permittivity of free space), r is the electrical

conductivity of the droplet, and V is the electric potential.

Actuation forces are then calculated by integrating the

Maxwell stress tensor over the surface of the droplet, assum-

ing negligible magnetic fields,13 according to

F ¼
ð

S

T � nds; (3)

Tij ¼ eðEiEj � 0:5 dijE
2Þ; (4)

where Tij is the Maxwell stress tensor. Actuation forces were

calculated over a series of droplet locations along its actua-

tion path. Since the integration of the Maxwell stress tensor

is dependent on mesh geometry and density, a uniform swept

mesh is used to allow for a fine mesh on the droplet leading

and trailing faces without considerably increasing the total

number of elements, Fig. 2(a). Swept layers are distributed

in the vertical direction following a geometric sequence so

that layers are denser near the underlying dielectric layer to

avoid a large jump in element size at the droplet and dielec-

tric interface.

Fig. 2(b) shows force curves as a function of droplet

position. This approach enables quantifying the quality of

any arbitrary electrode design. Forces on the leading surface

of the droplet are dominant except at the end of droplet

motion when the trailing surface produces a reverse force on

the droplet, which leads to droplet motion stopping on the

center of the electrode. Position is defined as the distance

from the left edge of the electrode to the leading edge of the

droplet.

The goal of simulations was to address two questions

in the design of partially filled electrodes: how the

removed electrode area affects actuation forces and

where electrode removal is most critical to force genera-

tion. To answer the first question, a horizontally striped

electrode design with variable strip width was simulated,

and the relationship between electrodynamic force and

electrode fill percentage was determined [Fig. 2(c)].

Force was found to have a linear relationship with fill

percentage, which is expected as the majority of force is

generated at the advancing three phase contact line of the

droplet. In these simulations, the length of the contact

FIG. 2. Simulation results. (a) Droplet

half space mesh and swept uniform

mesh on droplet surfaces. (b) Actuation

force on droplet for conventional elec-

trode on leading and trailing droplet

surfaces. Reverse actuation force is

generated on trailing droplet surface as

backward interface begins to move

onto electrode. (c) Induced forces

increase linearly with electrode fill ra-

tio, which was changed by varying the

width of the horizontal bars in the elec-

trode. (d) Force is independent of verti-

cal location of removed area from

electrode. The leading edge of the

droplet is fixed at the midpoint of the

electrode for panels (c) and (d).

TABLE I. Parameters used in numerical simulation.

Parameter Value

Electrode dimensions 1� 1 mm2

Dielectric thickness 10 lm

Droplet radius 740 lm

Droplet contact radius 600 lm

Droplet height 140 lm

Droplet conductivity (r) 5.5� 10�6 S/m

Relative permittivity of droplet 80

Relative permittivity of air 1

Relative permittivity of dielectric 2.5

Actuation voltage 100 V
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line in contact with the electrode increases approximately

linearly as the fill percentage is increased (i.e., as the

horizontal strips are widened), which leads to the linear

increase in force.

To answer the second question of assessing the location

effect of electrode area removal on the induced force, an

electrode with a single horizontal window was studied. The

distance between the window and the centerline of the elec-

trode was then varied to test the position dependence in the

perpendicular axis [Fig. 2(d)]. Vertical position of the

removed portion of the electrode was found to have no effect

on force generation. Since most of the actuation force is gen-

erated on the contact line, this result can be explained by

considering the amount of force lost in the horizontal win-

dow. As the window moves farther from the centerline and

the contact line curves, a larger length of it is placed inside

the window. However, the generated force per length is nor-

mal to the droplet surface; therefore, the component of the

actuation force parallel to the centerline is proportional to

the vertical projection of the contact length. Since this pro-

jection remains constant as the window moves away from

the centerline, there is no force dependence on the position

of the removed portion. These results lead to the conclusion

that force generation is dominated by total electrode area and

at any particular position, by the vertical projection of the

three phase contact line in contact with the filled area of the

electrode.

In addition to its effect on the generated force on the

droplet, filled areas of the electrode should be distributed in

a manner that does not compromise the initial pulling force

at the beginning of the motion where generated forces are at

its lowest. This is critical to produce a large enough force to

induce motion and overcome line pinning. Large initial pull-

ing forces can be achieved by making sure that the entrance

area of the electrode is always completely filled as a crescent

that matches the droplet’s leading edge, as shown in

Fig. 3(a). Removal of a portion of the electrode, in the form

of horizontal stripes or any other form, can then follow to

allow for the integration of various elements into the elec-

trode. This shape guarantees that maximum force is applied

to the advancing contact line at the crucial stage of initiating

droplet motion. This filled crescent is mirrored at the other

side of the electrode to provide strong droplet motion in both

directions, but it can be removed if droplet motion is desired

only in one direction allowing for an even larger area for the

integration of other device elements.

To experimentally evaluate the effect of reducing the

energized electrode area, we compared the maximum droplet

actuation frequency (i.e., how many electrodes can the drop-

let cross per second) on partially filled and solid electrodes.

Droplet motion was controlled using a custom LabVIEW

program controlling an array of 24 relays connected to a

high voltage amplifier (Trek PZD350A, Medina NY).

Motion was then recorded using a CCD camera (Basler

acA1300-30gc, Exton PA) connected to a motorized zoom

lens (Navitar 12X Body Tubes, Rochester NY). As expected,

partially filled electrodes showed a decrease in maximum

actuation frequency and droplet motion speed, since only

segments of the contact line are exposed to high electric

fields.6 Nevertheless, actuation frequencies of over 10 elec-

trodes per second were achieved on devices with partially

filled electrodes at a low electrode fill area of 40%, Fig. 3(b).

This speed is sufficient for many biology and clinical appli-

cations of digital microfluidic devices.14

Removed areas on partially filled electrodes can be used

for integrating other elements (e.g., heaters, detectors, and

hydrophilic patches) into the electrodes; furthermore, they

can be useful for on-chip imaging of droplet contents using

transmission microscopy. Transmission microscopy imaging,

particularly on inverted microscopes is a standard platform

used in biology labs and clinics. Since completely filled, non-

transparent electrodes made of metallic materials (e.g., Cr or

gold) are not compatible with transmission microscopy imag-

ing, ITO is typically used to construct electrodes.4,10,15

However, ITO is more expensive in materials and fabrication

than metallic electrodes, and the invisible ITO electrodes can

pose challenges in device debugging. In comparison, partially

filled metallic electrodes can be easier to construct while

being compatible with transmission microscopy imaging.

Therefore, we intentionally constructed electrodes using

metallic materials in this study to demonstrate their compati-

bility with standard transmission microscopy imaging.

Partially filled Cr electrodes were used to actuate single

mouse embryos. Morphology of the mouse embryos on

FIG. 3. (a) Simulation results: electrode design with crescent-like filled areas at the entrance and exit of the electrode produces increased force at beginning

and end of droplet motion to create initial force to ensure droplet motion is generated. (b) Experimental comparison of electrode designs. In experiments, maxi-

mum droplet actuation frequency was measured at different fill percentages for normal and improved designs. Number of horizontal bars in the electrode was

kept constant, thus reducing the bar width, reduces electrode fill percentage. Please note that reduction in maximum actuation frequency is almost proportional

to the reduction in the bar width similar to the force reduction simulations. Experiments were conducted with deionized water at 75 V rms and 15 kHz by

actuating droplet back and forth across a series of 5 electrodes at increasing speed until droplet motion could not keep up with actuation.
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partially filled electrodes was imaged under transmission dif-

ferential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy, which

revealed detailed embryo morphology and cell structures

[Fig. 4(a)]. In applications, if the droplet medium is rela-

tively viscous, the cell’s position would remain relatively

constant within the droplet. In this case, a set of partially

filled electrodes negative of each other can be used to ensure

that the cell can be imaged across these electrodes. If the

cell’s position does not remain constant with a less viscous

droplet, the droplet can be easily actuated back and forth on

partially filled electrodes until the cell rests on a non-filled

region. Since it is viable to remove half of the electrode area

without affecting generated forces significantly, a few actua-

tions is typically sufficient to achieve cell imaging with this

technique.

We also actuated droplets containing human red blood

cells (RBCs) using partially filled Cr electrodes. Phosphate

buffered saline (PBS) droplets containing RBCs were mixed

with differing amounts of deionized (DI) water (i.e., varied

osmolarity). RBC viability as a function of medium osmolar-

ity was measured on chip. Lysed RBCs were easily identifia-

ble on our partially filled electrodes under transmission

microscopy, Fig. 4(b). The non-filled section on a single

electrode was large enough to sample a significant portion of

the population to gather meaningful statistics.

In summary, we investigated, numerically with prelimi-

nary experimental verification, the effect of removing sec-

tions of electrodes in digital microfluidic devices on the

generated electrodynamic forces and the maximum achieva-

ble droplet speed. Generated electrodynamic forces were

found to be linearly dependent on electrode fill percentage

and independent of position of the horizontal non-filled

areas. To maintain high initial pull for the droplet, we leave

entrance and exit areas of the electrodes completely filled.

As application examples, we constructed partially filled me-

tallic electrodes and demonstrated their compatibility with

standard transmission microscopy imaging. These results are

meaningful for guiding the design of digital microfluidic

devices that require the integration of other elements, such

as detectors, heaters, and cell culture patches, on electrodes.
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FIG. 4. (a) Single mouse embryo mor-

phology on partially filled Cr electrodes.

Upper image uses bright field transmis-

sion DIC imaging showing superior

detail compared to reflection micros-

copy imaging used in lower image.

(b) RBC viability measured with differ-

ent osmolarities by counting cells

through unfilled regions on chip.

N¼ 150–600 for each osmolarity point.
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